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About the Book
Through their collective years of executive coaching, authors Peter Dean and Molly Shepard have seen
an alarming rise in the instances of bullying in the workplace. It is an issue that can affect an organization
impacting productivity and morale, as well as increasing health, replacement and legal costs.
Bullying is an intentionally negative, aggressive and malicious behavior targeted at someone who has less power than
the bully. The consequence of bullying is that it diminishes the target’s ability to work at full capacity. The book outlines
four different types of bullies and provides solutions, tools and techniques to address the issue. Readers will gain
valuable advice on how a curtail bullying behaviors within a team and how a company can develop policy to prevent
bullying from flourishing.
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Bullying In the Workplace
Bullying in the workplace has become a more frequent issue. However, many people are reluctant to
confront a bully or to make HR aware of an instance or ongoing issue out of fear of losing their job or
credibility. As a result, there is a lack of information out there on how to positively address the issue with
dominant personalities. In this Resource Guide, you will find tools to end a bullying situation in your
workplace and techniques to build a collaborative team.
First, let’s look at the numbers...

Source: 2014 WBI U.S. Workplace Bullying Survey

The Business Costs of Bullying
The negative effects of bullying in the workplace are
numerous and include the following:
Physical health impairment
 Ailments caused by stress (ex. hypertension)
Mental health harm
 Panic attacks, clinical depression
Economic harm
 Absence of inclusion impacts growth
 Cost of replacement of talent (2/3 times salary)
 Loss of intellectual capital
 Limited innovation and diverse thinking
Social harm
 Difficulty building meaningful, trusted relationships
Now that we’ve established bully is a significant workplace issue and its adverse effects on organizations
and its people, let’s now look at the four types of bullies that exist.
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The Four Types of Bullies
BELIER
The Belier is a bully who creates an alternative and false perception of others. They tarnish the
reputation of others, distort facts and tell outright lies. This is the most insidious type of bully.
Slander, deception and gossip are the weapons of choice.
Attributes:
 Does not practice honesty, fairness, mutual respect or sincerity with others
 Is indifferent, ambivalent and unremorseful about causing harm to others
 Fears: Being vulnerable and being perceived as jealous

BLOCKER
The Blocker thwarts what another person is trying to explain by interrupting to throw them off.
This type of bully uses this verbal tactic as a way to conceal their own insecurities or lack of
knowledge. They operate out of their own feelings of inadequacy and are obsessed with
controlling the communication. Anyone who opposes this bully is subject to a one-sided rant.
The weapons of choice for this type of bully are defensive-listening, inflexibility
and projecting negativity within a conversation.
Attributes:
 Does not practice openness, agreeableness, generosity
 Is defensive, does not listen, lacks interpersonal skills
 Fears: Dealing with emotions and losing control at work

BRAGGART
The Braggart is a narcissist who can portray him or herself as unique, special and self-important
while they demean the efforts of others. This type of bully is preoccupied with vanity, prestige
and power. He or she rolls over others who are trying to make a point or share an idea. The bully
uses linguistic tools such as ‘just trust me’ and ‘I know best’, implying they are
smarter.
Attributes:
 Does not practice honesty and is not open to feedback
 Lacks confidence, empathy, compassion and team-building skills
 Fears: Losing approval, prestige or status or being outright rejected

BRUTE
The Brute is aggressively anti-social. This kind of bully lacks self-discipline when it comes to
controlling their emotions. He or she is always ready to attack and uses body and voice to do it.
They typically make nasty comments to anyone with an opposing point of view. People fear
dealing with this type of bully as the behavior is predatory and threatening.
Attributes:
 Does not practice impulse control or patience when dealing with others
 Lacks ego management and self-discipline and abuses power
 Fears: Being seen as powerless or being tricked by others
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Are You Being Bullied?
So we’ve determined that bullying is on the rise in America’s workplace and that different types of bullies
exist. Now, here’s a quick way to determine if you are in fact on the receiving end of a bully.
Ask yourself these questions…
 Is your interaction with the alleged bully intentionally negative on
his/her part?
 Is it persistently repeated, often in front of others?
 Does it diminish your ability to work?
 Is he/she taking credit for your work?
 Is he/she discounting, demeaning and denying your work?
 Do you feel isolated from the alleged bully and others at work?
 Does the alleged bully violate principles of civility (such as: making false
or deceptive statements; abusing power in work relationships; failing to
keep promises)?
If you answered ‘yes’ to most of these questions, then you are in fact being bullied! So what next? Use the
following pages to address your bullying situation and improve your place of work.

Standing Up For Yourself
There are three choices when it comes to dealing with a bully in the workplace: 1) leave the organization
and find a new job (not always that easy!); 2) suffer through each exchange and work day without
addressing the issue; or 3) confront the bully. Which one do you think we advocate for?!
Here are some things to consider before CONFRONTING YOUR BULLY:
 Assess your social capital — Develop a list of mentors, sponsors and stakeholders who support you.
Set up meetings with them as you prepare for confronting your bully.
 Recall past experiences in dealing with difficult people - Think about other successful interactions you
have had in the past with difficult individuals or situations to build your confidence.
 Resist getting emotional — During the confrontation, emotions will run high. Practice keeping
composure and develop an exit strategy if the conversation becomes too ‘hot’.
 Plan the confrontation — Document critical incidents and write out a script for the conversation;
preparation will be key to a successful interchange.
 Consider the alternative — Remind yourself that if you do nothing, then the bully wins and you will
feel worse.
The ultimate goal in confronting a bully is to reset the relationship to attain mutual productivity and respect
in the workplace. So be specific, direct, non-threatening and firm in your approach.
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Critical Incident Technique
It is important to document incidents of bullying. Critical incidents are direct observations of human behavior
and proof of the problem you are experiencing. This is a process for collecting, analyzing and describing a
situation and is helpful in sorting out unacceptable, bullying behaviors from acceptable, non-bullying ones.
We recommend at least 5 to confirm you are in fact being bullied.
Each incident will have a situation, behavior and consequence which should look like this:
 Situation:



Behavior:



Consequence:



Date/Occasion:

The purpose of the CIT technique is to build a comprehensive list of bullying behaviors to show repeated
assaults. It will also help reveal which type of bully you are dealing with and therefore how to engage them.

Preparing for the Confrontation
So you’ve determined that you are in fact being bullied in your place of work; identified the type of bully you
are dealing with; and know how to prepare for confronting the bully using a compiled list of specific
incidents. Now it is time to have the conversation!
First, set up a private meeting in a neutral place. Second, write a script for the conversation. The script will
help you plan the conversation and be prepared to deal with the bully’s reactions. Within the script include:
 Share expectations about how colleagues should treat one another
 State what you have observed or experienced in a specific, non-threatening way
 Include questions or statements to affirm or address the bully’s emotions
 Suggest specific strategies for the type of bully with whom you are dealing
 Prepare an exit plan should the bully become too emotional or hostile
Here are some questions that you might incorporate if the conversation does not go as planned. They elicit
information from the bully and help diffuse emotions by allowing him/her to be heard:
 Is there anything else I need to understand about this?
 Help me understand why you are so concerned about this.
 You seem very concerned about this. Why?
 Help me gain more insight into this.
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Engaging the Belier
A Belier bullies indirectly by telling lies behind the scenes about the target. He or she creates an
alternative and false perception of others. For example, a simple behavior such as a colleague visiting their
sick mother, becomes a distorted story such as overdependence on one’s parents.
However innocent the behavior, the Belier will spin it into something negative. This is usually a projection
of the Belier’s own inadequacies. As a result, Beliers go through interpersonal relationships quickly because
of their tendency to be suspicious and resentful of another’s success.
Beliers can destroy careers. If your boss is a Belier, here are some TIPS ON
HOW TO CONFRONT THEM:
 Beliers are introverts, so prepare your script using an easy-going approach
 The ultimate goal of your confrontation is to relieve tension and
create a more productive working relationship
 The Belier might not back down at first, but if you continue to be authentic
and direct, he/she will be more authentic with you
 The Belier usually has a reason for his/her actions (fear of being overlooked, feelings of inadequacy,
needing attention) — you can usually diagnose the source by listening and empathizing
 You may uncover a lack of understanding, misinformation about intentions or a habit of
gossiping without a realization of how it impacts others
 While it is important to understand the source of the behavior, the ultimate goal of the
confrontation is to convey the inappropriate nature of the behavior

Engaging the Blocker
Blockers are usually perfectionists who deal with insecurities and fears. Typically, these fears are failing or
being out of control of a situation. Blockers will resist new ideas and are suspicious of those who present
them. If your boss is a Blocker, you are likely being micromanaged.
Bullies who are Blockers are also consumed by details, procedures, and planning—yet they have a hard time
making decisions. Even though the Blocker may not intend to harm another’s productivity, his/her need to
control the way work is done (so that in their mind it is done right), is a major hindrance.

The Blocker boss does not give praise or positive reinforcement, but
instead plenty of criticism. Here are TIPS ON HOW TO CONFRONT THIS TYPE
OF BULLY:
 Dealing with the Blocker is usually best when it is immediate and
in-the-moment
 If interrupted in a meeting, try using “Excuse me, I would like to
finish my thought please” or “I am not quite through and need another minute”
 Over time, if you are consistent in dealing with the Blocker in the moment, or shortly thereafter, you
may help change his/her behavior
 If this does not elicit change, a private, one-on-one confrontation will be required
 In a private meeting, use paraphrasing to stimulate a two-sided conversation, share your
understanding of what the bully is saying and to request more information — this will build trust
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Engaging the Braggart
Braggarts are narcissists who perceive themselves in an ideal way. With such a high opinion of themselves,
Braggarts do not realize that others perceive their boasting and excessive sense of self-worth as bullying.
Because Braggarts have an idealized sense of grandness about their abilities to lead, succeed and their
intelligence, they dominate conversations. This type of bully feeds their own need to feel worthy when it is
likely that he/she feels insecure and intimidated. Braggarts can appear charismatic at first, but ultimately lack
empathy, exploit others talents and claim other’s ideas as their own.
Braggarts make it difficult to get things done in the workplace and create a
toxic environment. HERE’S HOW TO CONFRONT THEM:
 Confronting a braggart should be done in private
 You have to talk with Braggarts, not at them because they are
protective of their feelings of self-importance
 Braggarts can be decent people under their layers of self-absorption,
so appeal to their common sense and desire to do well
 Become familiar with the Braggart’s style (which is usually repetitive) so you can adroitly interrupt
him/her during meetings;
 Redirecting the conversation from one-way to more collaborative will be a key to addressing Braggart
behavior in a meeting; for example, try “I love this story. It has been helpful to me with my clients. I
used it just the other day in a meeting. The client had some questions which I would appreciate hearing
how the group would respond to…”
 The use of redirection and paraphrasing will help make Braggarts feel heard and appreciated which
will alleviate their insecurities

Engaging the Brute
Brutes are especially difficult to deal with because of their potentially explosive nature. Most people fear
dealing with this type of bully as they are loud, emotional and pick targets based on any number of reasons
including gender, ethnicity, tenure or level in an organization.
Brutes care little about other people and impulsively roll over others crushing their goals and aspirations—
ultimately squashing productivity. The range of behaviors used by this type of bully include intimidating,
yelling, discriminating, defaming character, threatening loss of job and throwing tantrums. Brutes abuse their
power through verbal and written barrages.
Brutes are intimidating to confront - they are aggressive and explosive; so
here are some TIPS ON HOW TO HANDLE THE SITUATION:
 Brute bullies need to be stopped in the moment
 Stay calm, use a firm voice and work through the discussion patiently
 Address the Brute’s anger by trying to understand - consider using the
following phrase “You seem upset, help me understand”
 Put aside your own feelings and address the Brute’s emotions head-on in a respectful way
 If during the confrontation anger escalates, excuse yourself or stop the meeting; then arrange a later
time to discuss when you can jot down the details of the critical incident
 Dealing with Brutes requires continuous interventions— their bullying ways are deeply ingrained
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For Additional Information
We hope you have found this Resource Guide to be helpful as you take the reigns to building yourself a better
and more enjoyable workplace. You can further your learnings with the following resources:

The Bully-Proof Workplace was featured in the New York
Post as one of the top 5 Books Guaranteed to Advance Your
Career in 2017!

The Philadelphia Inquirer featured Peter Dean & Molly
Shepard – Read How to Stand Up to the Office Bully.

800-CEO-Read featured The Bully-Proof Workplace in their
list of NEW RELEASES: Business Books to Watch in March.

Learn more about the book...

Join us on October 4th

Visit our website to learn more about the book
and watch a video with the authors.

On Wednesday, October 4th authors
Peter Dean & Molly Shepard will present:
Standing Up To The Workplace Bully.
This breakfast event will feature additional insights
from The Bully-Proof Workplace and reveal practical
tools for dealing with dominant personalities.
In partnership with:

Sponsored by:

Need A Keynote Speaker?

Buy Bully-Proof online

Do you have a problem with dominant and
bullying personalities in your workplace?
Or need to build a more cohesive culture?

The Bully-Proof Workplace is available in your local
bookstore or at online retailers.

Consider bringing Peter Dean into your
organization for a customized seminar.
Peter is often called on to be a keynote
speaker or to lead interactive workshops on
leadership and workplace issues.
Learn more on our website.
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